The catalogue by Johannes Hevelius with the positions and magnitudes of 1564 entries was published by his wife Elisabeth Koopman in 1690. We provide a machine-readable version of the catalogue, and briefly discuss its accuracy on the basis of comparison with data from the modern Hipparcos Catalogue. We compare our results with an earlier analysis by Rybka (1984), finding good overall agreement. The magnitudes given by Hevelius correlate well with modern values. The accuracy of his position measurements is similar to that of Brahe, with σ = 2 for longitudes and latitudes, but with more errors >5 than expected for a Gaussian distribution. The position accuracy decreases slowly with magnitude. The fraction of stars with position errors larger than a degree is 1.5%, rather smaller than the fraction of 5% in the star catalogue of Brahe.
Introduction
Even though a major improvement on earlier work, the star catalogue produced by Tycho Brahe (1598 Brahe ( , 1602 , and re-edited by Kepler (1627) , contains occasional large errors. Johannes Hevelius decided to produce a better and larger catalogue, which was printed after his death by his wife and collaborator Elisabeth Koopman (Hevelius 1690) . The title page has 1687, the year in which the catalogue was printed, but publication followed only in 1690. The extent of the contribution by Koopman to measuring the stars and producing the catalogue is not known; her presence on several images of instruments used by Hevelius suggests that it was significant. A brief but informative and wellillustrated description of the life of Hevelius and of his star catalogue is given by Volkoff et al. (1971) in a book celebrating the acquisition by the Brigham Young University of Hevelius' manuscript for the catalogue.
In 1679 Halley visited Hevelius and his observatory, and verified that measurements with the instruments of Hevelius, fitted with naked-eye sights, were more accurate than measurements with contemporary instruments with telescopic sights (Volkoff et al. 1971, p. 41-45) . Hevelius' star catalogue was studied among others by Baily (1843) , and a modern comprehensive analysis was made by Rybka (1984) , who confirmed that the measurements by Hevelius were superior to those by his contemporaries.
Our study of the star catalogue by Brahe (Verbunt & Van Gent 2010, hereafter Paper I) , showed the superiority of Star catalogue of Hevelius is only available in electronic form at the CDS via anonymous ftp to cdsarc.u-strasbg.fr (130.79.128.5) or via http://cdsweb.u-strasbg.fr/cgi-bin/qcat?J/A+A/516/A29 the modern Hipparcos Catalogue (ESA 1997) in the analysis of old star positions, due to its better completeness, accuracy and homogeneity as compared to earlier catalogues. In this paper we present a machine-readable version of the star catalogue of Hevelius, as printed in Hevelius (1690) . In addition to the numbers given by Hevelius this version provides a cross-correlation with the catalogue of Brahe; identifications with stars from the Hipparcos Catalogue (ESA 1997) and on the basis of these the accuracy of the positions and magnitudes tabulated by Hevelius; and a comparison of our identifications with those of Rybka (1984) .
In the following we refer to (our machine-readable version of) the catalogue of Hevelius (1690) as Hevelius, to Kepler's 1627 edition of Brahe's catalogue as Kepler, and to our emended version of this edition as KeplerE. As we will see, Hevelius also refers to the Secunda Classis, the star list that immediately follows Brahe's catalogue in Kepler (1627) , and gives positions and magnitudes of those stars from the catalogue of Hipparchos/Ptolemaios that Brahe omitted from his own catalogue. Individual entries in Hevelius are numbered according to the order in which they appear, i.e. H 350 is the 350th entry. A Knumber refers to an entry in KeplerE (K ≤ 1004) or in Secunda Classis (K ≥ 1005). The sequence number within a constellation is indicated by a number following the abbreviated name of the constellation: Vul 3 is the third entry in the constellation Vulpecula in Hevelius.
Description of the catalogue
The catalogue by Hevelius is organized by constellation, and the constellations are ordered alphabetically. There are 56 constellations in the catalogue, of which 11 are new with respect A&A 516, A29 (2010) Van der Krogt 1993, p. 190-196) . The catalogue of Hevelius contains 1564 entries, including 18 empty ones for which Hevelius gives no own measurements, but only positions from other catalogues. 13 entries are repeat entries, (almost) identical to entries elsewhere in the catalogue (Table 2 ). Thus Hevelius gives his magnitudes and positions for 1533 independent entries.
For each entry a brief description is followed first by the sequence number of this entry in the corresponding constellation in Brahe's catalogue (Ordo Tychonis), by the magnitude given to this star by Brahe (Magnitudo Tychonis) , and by the magnitude as determined by Hevelius (Magnitudo Hevelii) . The magnitudes are given in integers, but are sometimes qualified by an second number 1 higher or lower than the first number (e.g. 6.7.), by the word fere (approximately), or otherwise (Table 3) .
The magnitude as measured by Hevelius is followed by the position of the entry in ecliptic coordinates, given in degrees D, minutes M, seconds S and sign (Gr., Min., Sec., Sig.) . All numbers are integers. For the longitude, the sign is the zodiacal sign, indicated with its symbol in Hevelius' catalogue, replaced by us with an integer number Z from 1 to 12 as shown in Table 2 of Paper I (from Aries = 1 to Pisces = 12). For the latitude the sign is an A or B indicating Australis (south) or Borealis (north). The longitude and latitude in decimal degrees follow as 
Identification procedure
The procedure that we follow for the identification of each star from the catalogue of Hevelius is mutatis mutandis identical to the procedure that we followed for the catalogue of Brahe, and we refer to Paper I for details. Briefly, we select all stars from the Hipparcos Catalogue with a Johnson visual magnitude brighter than 6.0, we correct their equatorial positions for proper motion between the Hipparcos epoch 1991.25 and 1661.0, then precess the resulting equatorial coordinates from the Hipparcos equinox 2000.0 to 1661.0, and finally convert the coordinates from equatorial to ecliptic, using the obliquity appropriate for 1661. For each entry in the Hevelius catalogue we find the nearest -in terms of angular separation -counterpart in the Hipparcos Catalogue. In general, this counterpart is selected by us as a secure identification, and given an identification flag 1. If a much brighter star is at a marginally larger angular distance, we select that star as the secure counterpart, and give it flag 2. Especially for larger angular distances we may decide that the identification is uncertain (flag 3); and occasionally several Hipparcos stars appear to be comparably plausible as counterparts for the same entry (flag 4). An entry for which we do not find a plausible identification is flagged 5; and an entry which is identified with an Hipparcos star that already is the identification of another entry -i.e. a repeat entry -is flagged 6.
It is indicative of the high accuracy of the Hevelius catalogue that the number of problematic identifications (flags 3-5) is much smaller than in our analysis of Brahe's catalogue, notwithstanding the rather larger number of entries. In 5 cases we accept an identification with Hipparcos magnitude V = 6.1, and in one case each with V = 6.3 and V = 6.5.
In thirteen cases two entries are identified with the same Hipparcos star. These are listed in Table 2 In seven pairs both stars have exactly identical coordinates, in four their coordinates differ by ≤1 . In some cases there are nearby unidentified stars, and it would be tempting to assign one of the pair to such a star, if it weren't for the too large offset required.
Identifications by Rybka
To compare the identifications from Rybka (1984) with those by us, we convert his identifications to an Hipparcos number. In most cases Rybka gives a Bayer or Flamsteed identification (e.g. α And, 7 And), or an identification from the FK4 catalogue or from the SAO catalogue. We convert these to HR numbers through the Bright Stars Catalogue (Hoffleit & Warren 1991) and from HR via HD number to Hipparcos numbers. If this fails, we use the SIMBAD database. For H 319 (=CMi 12), Rybka gives 12 CMi as Flamsteed counterpart. We do not find a star from the Hipparcos catalogue with V < 6.5 within 45 from 12 CMi, however; our identification for H 319, HIP 39311, corresponds to the 13th star in Navis in Flamsteed's catalogue.
In some cases Rybka (1984) only provides an identification from Flamsteed's (1725) edition of Hevelius' catalogue: these look like Flamsteed numbers but have an H attached: e.g. 32H Cam. The stars in Flamsteed's edition are in a different order than in Hevelius, but otherwise have identical numbers (i.e. magnitudes and both equatorial and ecliptic position for 1661.0). Thus 32H Cam is a self-reference, and does not provide an identification. In some cases we have found Hipparcos identifications for Flamsteeds Hevelius numbers via SIMBAD, but is 6 cases we have not, and we classify these as unidentified in Rybka (1984) .
In 32 cases our identification suggests an emendation to Rybka's identification. These are discussed in Sect. A.2. In 21 cases this emendation leads to a different corresponding Hipparcos number, in 11 cases the correspondence is not affected.
The machine-readable catalogue
The machine-readable table Hevelius contains the following information (see Table 4 ). The first column gives the sequence number H. The second column the sequence number K of the corresponding star in KeplerE (K ≤ 1004) or in Secunda Classis (1005 ≤ K < 2000): these numbers are used only when Hevelius gives a Brahe sequence number (OT ) or an ecliptic position from Kepler, that provides an unambiguous correspondence. We give the first star in Secunda Classis the number K 1005, and continue the numbering for the following stars in order of appearance (see Verbunt & Van Gent 2010, Paper III, in The third and fourth columns indicate the constellation: indicated with its sequence number in the catalogue and with the modern abbreviation, as listed in Table 1 . For some constellations no longer in use (Antinous, (Argo) Navis, and Triangulum Minus) we introduce an abbreviation. Column 5 gives the sequence number of the entry within the constellation in Hevelius.
Columns 6-16 copy information from the original catalogue. Column 6 gives the Ordo Tychonis OT (see Sect. 2 and Sect. A.1 for details). Column 7 gives the magnitude: when the entry is indicated as non nisi tubo visibilis (not visible unless with a tube [i.e. telescope]) by Hevelius, we give it magnitude 8; when indicated nebulous by Hevelius, we give it magnitude 9. Column 8 give magnitude qualifiers, as detailed in Table 3 . Columns 9-12 give the ecliptic longitude, (Z, G, M and S ) and Cols. 13-16 the ecliptic latitutde (G, M, S and A/B). For this notation, see Sect. 2.
Columns 17-24 provide additional information from our analysis. Column 17 gives the Hipparcos number of our identification, and Col. 18 a flag indicating the quality of the identification, as explained in Sect. 3 (see also Table 5 in Paper I).
Column 19 flags the identification of the corresponding entry in KeplerE: a 0 if that entry is not identified, a 1 if its identification is the same as the one here in Col. 17, a 2 if its identification is to the other of a pair of possible identifications, and a 3 for a different identification. Column 20 flags the identifications by Rybka (1984) , with the same notation. Column 21 gives the visual (Johnson) magnitude of the Hipparcos object given in Col. 17. Columns 22, 23 give the difference in longitude and latitude between the correct position (based on information from the Hipparcos Catalogue) and the catalogue entry. Note that the tabulation in Hevelius gives minutes and seconds, which we convert to decimal minutes M H to compute Cols. 22 and 23. If the catalogue entry for minutes as computed from the position and proper motion in Hipparcos Catalogue is M HIP , and M H is the value from the Hevelius Catalogue, then columns 22 and 23 give M HIP − M H . Column 24 gives the difference between correct and tabulated position in .
Analysis and discussion

Comparison with Brahe
915 entries in Hevelius can be matched unambigously with an entry in KeplerE: 911 (including the repeat entry H 793) through their Ordo Tychonis, and 4 without OT through the position according to Tycho as given by Hevelius. 10 of these 914 independent entries have no position by Hevelius, among them SN 1572. Some remarkable features of entries in KeplerE are present in Hevelius as well. We mention in particular the three stars in Capricornus which are denoted 'nebulous' both in Hevelius and Brahe, and H 1188/K 801 which both in Kepler and Hevelius are given a B for northern latitude, whereas the correct latitude is S for southern (see Fig. C .44 in Paper I).
Comparison with Rybka (1984)
In Table 6 we compare the identifications as found by us with those given by Rybka (1984) , separately for the stars in KeplerE and for all stars in Hevelius. In most cases the identifications are identical, but there are differences. We have identified 24 stars (among which 1 repeated entry) that Rybka could not identify. In 6 cases where two stars are plausible counterparts we choose the stars that Rybka did not choose. In 48 cases (among which 1 repeated entry) we do not agree with the identification in Rybka (1984) ; this includes 9 stars which we cannot identify. This number does not include the 21 cases where our emendation to Rybka leads to a different Hipparcos identification (see Sect. A.2) . In some cases the identification given by Rybka (1984) has such a large positional offset, or is so faint, that we consider our rejection secure; in other cases we choose another closer and/or brighter star as a more plausible counterpart. Details may be found in Sect. B. Table 6 shows that there are 16 stars, i.e. one percent of the total, in Hevelius that we are not able to identify. We do not count in these the empty entries. As in the case of the Brahe catalogue, we would have to accept fainter counterparts or larger position errors to identify these; in both cases the probability of chance coincidences would increase. Other entries in Hevelius which do not have an identification in the Hipparcos Catalogue are H 32 (= M 31), H 259 (= Praesepe) and H 1540 (= Nova Vul 1670; see Sect. B). Figure 1 illustrates that the magnitudes assigned by Hevelius correlate well with those of their counterparts in the Hipparcos Catalogue. Only the higest magnitudes assigned by Hevelius, 6 and 7, tend to be too high.
Accuracy
In Fig. 2 we show the error distributions separately for the longitudes and latitudes, as well as their correlation. The correlation distribution is roughly spherical, i.e. the errors in longitude and latitude are mostly independent. Gaussians that fit the central regions (−5 ,+5 ) of the distributions of Δλ and Δβ both have widths σ 2 ; both predict fewer points at errors larger than 5 than observed. The numbers of errors with absolute values larger than 10 correspond to less than 10% of the number of identified entries, a similar percentage as in KeplerE. The widths of the peak of the error distributions (near 2 ) and the fraction of larger errors are thus similar in Hevelius to those in KeplerE, which is an impressive achievement since the number of stars has increased by more than 50% mostly at the fainter magnitudes 5 and 6. Figure 2 further shows that the errors in longitude Δλ increase with the distance to the zero point ; and that the errors in latitude Δβ have a roughly sinusoidal dependence on longitude. The latter dependence may be explained by an error in the value of the obliquity. Hevelius measured the obliquity in several years, and found values around H = 23.
• 506 (Rybka 1984, p. 37); according to modern theory the obliquity in 1661 was = 23.
• 483. For small declinations δ, the resulting error in latitude Δβ ≡ β − β H due to the error Δ ≡ − H after converting equatorial to ecliptic coordinates may be written cos βΔβ − sin α cos Δ 1. 3 sin α.
The observed relation between Δβ and α is shown in Fig. 3 together with the curve 1. 3sin α which roughly matches the phase and amplitude of the α-dependence of Δβ. The average offset of longitude is virtually zero; the latitudes have an average offset of -1. 4. This average offset may be due to an underestimate by Hevelius of refraction. The distribution of the total position errors Δ in Hevelius is shown in Fig. 4 . This distribution peaks roughly at the value of the width 2 of the separate distributions in Δλ, Δβ, as expected (see explanation in Paper I). The number of stars with large position errors is markedly smaller in Hevelius than in KeplerE. In particular, the number of stars with position errors larger than a degree is 21 (on a total of 1517 identified entries) in Hevelius as compared to 47 (on a total of 977 identified entries) in KeplerE. Similarly, the number of unidentified stars is 16 (of 1533 independent entries) in Hevelius and 14 (of 992 independent entries) in KeplerE. It may be concluded that the overall accuracy of the star catalogue of Hevelius is better than that of the star catalogue of Brahe/Kepler.
In Fig. 5 we show the cumulative error distributions for each Hevelius magnitude separately, taking magnitudes 1 and 2 together, and limiting the distributions to Δ < 10 . It is seen that the median error increases slowly but systematically with magnitude.
New and old stars: completeness
In Fig. 6 we investigate the completeness of Hevelius and KeplerE as function of magnitude, for three declination ranges. For this purpose we select from Hevelius and KeplerE only those entries which we have identified, and which are not repeat entries, i.e. entries with I = 1-4. For selecting the Hipparcos stars in the latitude ranges we convert their positions to an equinox halfway between Brahe and Hevelius, viz. 1631 .0. At magnitudes V < 4 there are 348 stars from the Hipparcos Catalogue with δ > −30
• , of which 5 are absent from Hevelius and 23 from KeplerE (of which 13 with δ < 0
• ). At magnitudes V < 5 there are 1138 Hipparcos stars with δ > −30
• , of which Hevelius misses 141 stars (89 with δ < 0
• ) and KeplerE 389 (156 with δ < 0
• ). Finally, about 3500 Hipparcos stars with V < 6 have δ > −30
• , and of these some 2000 are absent from Hevelius and 2500 from KeplerE, which is just another way of saying that Hevelius and KeplerE contain about 1500 and 1000 stars visible to the naked eye, respectively. It may be noted here that the latitude of Gdansk is about 1.
• 5 further south than that of Hven. Nonetheless, as shown in Fig. 6 KeplerE is more incomplete already at brighter magnitudes, also in the northern parts of the sky.
How many new stars did Hevelius observe? In the manuscript of the catalogue, a note dated 1681 March 31 states that 946 stars of Tycho and 617 new stars were observed (Volkoff et al. 1971, p. 72) . This gives a total of 1563, very close to the total of 1564 entries given in Table 1 , but spuriously so since Hevelius gives no own measurements for 18 of the 1564 entries. Hevelius indicates, through an OT number or a position from Tycho, for 915 entries that they are from Kepler (Table 1) . For 905 of these Hevelius gives his own measurements (see Sect. 5.1). To obtain the higher number of 946 stars from the note, we have two options. One is to add the 28 stars from the Secunda Classis. (These were also measured by Brahe, according to Kepler, albeit with less accuracy). This option leaves us with too small a number. The other option is to add the 47 entries for which our identification corresponds to an identification in KeplerE. This would imply that Hevelius was aware that more stars from his catalogue corresponded to stars in Kepler than the 915 entries marked by him as such through OT or Tycho position.
If we subtract from the total number of 1564 entries in Hevelius all 962 that have a counterpart in KeplerE and further subtract the 28 entries that have a counterpart in Secunda Classis, we find a number of 574 entries first measured by Hevelius. 573 of these are stars, the other one is M 31.
Cerberus, Lacerta, Scutum, Sextans and Triangulum Minus, the truly new constellations by Hevelius, contain a total of 36 stars, of which only one possibly corresponds to a star in KeplerE (H 1328 / K959: the position error of K 959 is 2.
• 5, so a chance coincidence is possible). Monoceros and Camelopardalis, two constellations retained by Hevelius from Plancius, contain twelve and up to fourteen stars from KeplerE, respectively (Table 1) . The four constellations fashioned by Hevelius from two constellations by Plancius contain up to sixteen stars from KeplerE. We use the qualification "up to" for the stars listed under N K in Table 1 Hevelius lists six stars in the Pleiades (see Fig. A.1) . These correspond to entries in KeplerE for those four stars for which OTs are given, and to entries in Secunda Classis for the two other stars. If we analyse the positions as measured by Hevelius, we find that the entries from KeplerE that we identified with Electra and Merope are coupled in Hevelius to positions that match Maia and Electra. We have emended these, as listed below where the first Taurus sequence number is our emended version and the second the OT as given by Hevelius. 
A.2. Emendations to Rybka
For each emendation we list the H sequence number, the original text in Rybka (1984) , our emendation, and a 1 (one) if the emendation changes the identification, or is required to obtain a unique identification. When Rybka gives two names for one identification, one of which corresponds to our identification, and the other must be emended to do so, we do not give a 1. 
